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The Dodger’s Dispatch 
The irregular scribblings September 2006 
of the Derbyshire Caving Club 
(established 1960)          
 

EDITORIAL 
Welcome to the autumn newsletter.  The Alderley Open Weekend is recently past but the Dinner is now looming.  
There has been quite a bit of activity this summer and I will try to summarise this below.  Maybe next year, we can 
get together a better Journal of the club’s activities.  The last Journal was 1984 and the one before that 1969 so one 
every 15 to 20 years seems to be the Club’s norm.  A quick word to budding authors – don’t be afraid to send me 
just a rough draft of your article or even just the main headlines, I can either publish it as it is or edit it if you want.  I 
think it is better to have a record of the Club’s achievements over the years than nothing at all. 

NEWS 
Social events  
Yet again a good weekend was held at Magpie in April.  There 
was an evening meal arranged at Monyash by Bill which went 
down well.  We even got underground!  Look out for details of the 
next one.  Details of the DINNER IN NOVEMBER are provided 
below and on the attached form. 
 
OBITUARY 
The Club and friends will greatly miss Phil Boardman who died at 
the end of June.  Phil joined the DCC back in the 1970s and took 
part in quite a few Alderley digs at the start.  He then graduated to 
caving and went on a number of caving expeditions including 
Spain and Italy as well as caving in Yorkshire and Derbyshire.  He 
was an all-rounder with exploration, photography and surveying.  
He looked after and enhanced the records as well as editing the 
club newsletter for a while.  Probably, the older members will 
remember Phil best for his catering whether it was laying on an 
entire Club dinner, a simple (!) barbeque or the drinks-in-a-cup for 
the Alderley Open Weekends.   Phil died after a long and 
progressive illness but he managed a caving trip down Notts 2 in 
early 2006.  The last many of us will have seen of him was at the 
April Open Weekend.  Our sympathies go to Liz, Alex and Stuart 
and all his friends and relatives.   
Phil’s and Liz’s wishes were for his ashes to be scattered in three 
places and the first of these will be in the Dales.  Geordie sent 
these instructions: 
 

The Ashes Tour 
(Part 1) 

 
Fancy a walk to one off Phil’s favourite places?  The first of his chosen spots is Benfoot Moor, on the slopes of 
Great Whernside in the Yorkshire Dales. It is a remote and beautiful place that Phil visited many times digging for 
caves and simply appreciating the setting.  When – on the 30th September.  Where to meet – 11 am in the market 
square at Grassington (look for the chefs hats).  What to expect – the walk is approx 3-4 miles each way, following 
rough paths and cutting across open moor land.  You will need walking gear and clothing suitable for a good day “on 
the hill”.  One of the traditions of a trip to Benfoot was tea on the way home at Eastwood's chippy in Skipton, so why 
should this walk be any different?  We will try and get a booking so we can all eat in. 
 
More details –feel free to call:  Geordie, Liz  or Wardy  
 
 

Phil at a party in 1992. 
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NEW MEMBERS 
One more Standon Bowers leader has joined: Terry Malkin.  He has been working with the trips in Wood Mine for 
many years and has also attended the DCC Annual Dinner.   
 
CAVING NEWS 
Billy, Len, Pete, Kieran and Tony were in Matienzo this summer and found some new 
cave.  It remains an incredible area for finds as well as being friendly and good for walks 
and so on.  There is a report by Tony later in this newsletter.  Simon went up to 
Sutherland (for a description of the area see the DCC Dodgers’ Despatch of November 
1975) and there will be a report from him for the next issue.  I am not sure whether there 
has been further work in Fatigue Pot but the Club archives threw up an interesting 
report from the 1950s that suggested that the entrance was once much bigger. Simon or 
Allan might have some ideas on this.  The picture is one of a superb set taken by Simon 
in Alum Pot.  Simon tells me that Allan had a lucky escape in Kingsdale Master Cave 
falling backwards down the last pitch but fortunately he sustained no serious injuries. 
 
ALDERLEY OPEN WEEKENDS 
Next Open Weekend is likely to be April 21 and 22, 2007.  We can always find jobs for 
willing volunteers.  Numbers at the Autumn 2006 weekend at Wood Mine were well down on those at Easter at 
Engine Vein but we did not have the publicity and the weather was atrocious on the Saturday.  Even so, numbers 
were up 25% on 2005.  For next year, we could do with a bit of publicity but perhaps not as much as this year!  
Following the issue of DCRO instructions on correct radio usage, the DCC demonstrated its special skill at the Open 
Weekend.  Tony has kindly provided a transcript of one of the radio conversations as proof: 
 
START HERE 

 

Paul:  “Andy” 

Short pause 

Paul: “Is there anybody there?” 

Short pause 

Paul:  “Andy” 

Andy:  “Andy who?” 

Paul:  “You” 

Andy: “That’d be me then” 

Paul: “Yes” 

Andy:  “That’s ok then. Over and Out” 

60 second pause 

John:  “I’ve not seen him” 

Andy: “Did you want me?” 

Peter: “Who?” 

Paul: “Yes” 

Peter: “Why” 

Andy:  “Probably” 

Paul:  “Who’s backmarking the 3 pm trip?” 

Andy: “Why, what time is it?” 

Peter:  “No idea can’t find my watch” 

Paul:  “2.40” 

Andy: “John” 

Paul: “John’s here” 

John:  “No I’m not” 

Unknown voice: “One sugar please” 

  

 

Andy: “The 3 pm trip has already gone, we merged him with the 
2.40 trip” 

Paul: “So who is back marking it?” 

Andy: “I’m back” 

 

Long pause 

 

Paul: “I’ve got three people, two pushchairs, a dog and a 
backpack for the 3 pm trip” 

Andy: “Right, I’ll get them to wait then” 

John: “I wish Nigel was here” 

Andy: “They’ve already gone” 

Paul: “but John is still here” 

John: “Am I?” 

Paul: “Yes” 

John: “Well if you say so” 

Andy: “Has anyone seen Kieran?” 

Paul: “Why?” 

Andy: “We need a leader for the 2.40 trip” 

Paul: “I thought they’d gone” 

Andy: “Oh good.  If you see Keiran there’s no need to mention it 
then” 

Paul: (talking to customer) “sorry the 3 pm trip’s already left, 
would you like to go on the 2.40 pm trip instead?” 

Customer reply not recorded  
 

END HERE 
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NAMHO CONFERENCE and WILLIAMSON TUNNELS 
I attended the NAMHO conference at Llangollen this year.  There was a huge 
variety of trips but sadly I could not join in these but the talks were well worth 
attending.  There was camping reasonably close so this kept the cost down.  As a 
follow-up, I went up to the Williamson Tunnels at Liverpool.  It appears to me 
(personal view!) that the groups there have got themselves locked into the 
philanthropic view of the tunnels, that is that Williamson had them dug largely to 
keep people employed and paid, but for no other good reason.  However, when I 
went round them, I could see clear signs that they were dug as stone quarries and 
either arched over after use to return the land for development or arched over 
during the actual quarrying operation.  Williamson then made a nice profit out of 
selling the stone and also partially filling in the quarries to create cellars for new 
houses.  It’s worth a trip there to see what’s going on.  There are two 
organisations involved and they seem to be on speaking terms but one has opened 
a ‘heritage’ centre and the other is just intent on re-opening as much as possible.  
The picture on the right shows one of the tunnels with a brick arched roof.  This 
quarry is probably only 2 or 3 metres below the surface at the most.   

 
 
 
 
ASHFORD BLACK MARBLE MINE 
A group of old crocks (the Decrepit Cavers’ Club) met up at 
Ashford Black Marble Mine (Rookery Mine) on April Fools Day 
during the Magpie Weekend.  At the last count, eleven 
members and Ben went in … and all came out again.  An 
interesting place to visit and access is reasonably easy (Pete 
knows how to arrange it).  Three others went caving that day 
(Fatigue Pot, I think) and we all ended up at the café in 
Monyash for a good meal.  Hopefully, we can arrange another 
weekend like this with a visit to somewhere like one of the 
Matlock mines. (Picture left shows part of the team.) 

 
ALDERLEY REPORTS 
I have been trying to write up reports on a number of old projects at Alderley as well as keep up with current ones.  I 
have had considerable help from a few members and also from old newsletters and journals.  If anyone wants to 
help by dredging through their memories, I would be happy to receive anything in any form.  For instance, does 
anyone have a record of the Rock Shaft dig … or when the drain was cleared at the inner end of the adit in Wood 
Mine … or when Finlow was first dug?  Finished reports are in the Club area of the DCC website and I could send 
copies to anyone interested, bearing in mind that they can be up to about 20 pages long with photos etc.  Although I 
am using a layout agreed with the National Trust, I can easily do the laying out as long as someone sends me the 
dates, details of work done, details of artefacts and of any other useful things discovered.  Ed. 

DATES FOR YOUR DIARY 
September 2006 22/24 – Hidden Earth at Leek 
October 2006  23 – Committee Meeting  
November 2006 25 – Dinner at Bramhall County Hotel 
December 2006 11 – Annual General Meeting  
 12 – Chairman’s Birthday – I think he’s buying 
April 2007 21/22 – Open Weekend: Engine Vein 
June 2007 NAMHO conference in Devon 
August 2007 Matienzo expedition? 
September 2007 21/23 – Hidden Earth at Upton upon Severn 
 

 
 

My thanks to Tony who volunteered to do the printing and posting.   
There is no connection between this and his picture appearing more than once in the Matienzo article. 

 
 

Any comments, items for the next edition, volunteers to be editor, etc. to Nigel Dibben  

STOP PRESS 
 
Pete tells me that Wirksworth Mine 
Research Group is putting the winch on 
Brewery Shaft in Nenthead over the 
weekend of Friday the 3rd to Monday 
the 6th of November and our Club is 
invited.  It is to also planned to a have a 
trip into Rampgill Mine.  If anyone wants to 
attend please get in touch with: 

Pete Johnson 
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MATIENZO 2006 
 
OK, so I didn’t take any notes, can’t remember where I put the photos, turned up three or four days into the trip so I don’t 
know much of what happened before I got there and thanks to the combined efforts of Andy Pringle and Kieran Rooney I was 
pissed half the time.  So it goes without saying that any errors or wild dreams that may have crept into the report below are 
entirely mine. 
 
Just what a good caving expedition should be all about. 
 
Five club members visited Matienzo this year, Bill Booth, Lenny Gee, Peter Clewes and Kieran Rooney travelled out on the 
Plymouth Santander ferry for two weeks and I joined them for ten days or so, flying via Barcelona. 
 
On arriving at Plymouth the first surprise was that the car was searched.  The usual questions – “Have you any knives, gas or 
firearms” was met with the answer “Err - Yes” – and a very polite customs officer demanded to see the offending items.  
Fortunately he forgot to ask about explosives. 
 

Apparently the real fun started on the ferry, where the DCC four were 
unexpectedly met by a beaming Andy Pringle, all fired up and ready 
with his latest discovery, known as “The Truth”.  Those of you that 
know Pringle will of course realise that the words “truth” and “Pringle” 
have rarely been used over the years in the same week, let alone the 
same sentence.  Needless to say after just twenty odd hours of exposure 
Bill and Len became infected, and were forced to break with tradition, 
finding themselves underground just an hour after reaching the camp 
site. 
 
I’m pretty sure this first trip involved firing a couple of snappers in the 
Pants Dig (Pants – son of “Underpants”).  More later on this one. 
 
Perhaps we were trying to make up for the reduced numbers this year 
but this early trip seemed to set the pace, no days off this time, no 
running away to the beach or hiding in bars watching the Grand Prix. 

 
Enthusiasm rife the team then turned their attention to the Apprentice Dig.  After many days effort from Chris, Gareth and Ash 
two years ago the big boys took over after we finally returned home and smashed their way into a chamber, with a connection 
through to another chamber in the floor.  The trip aimed to survey the cave and also to push up a stal flow in the top chamber.  
Progress was made with the stal flow, allowing Peter (but nobody else) to break into a decorated higher chamber.  Progress was 
also made on the survey, with the cave proving to be almost 2m long??? 
 
Anyway, the only other thing that happened (that I can remember being told about) before I turned up was a squalid trip down 
a typical “promising” dig in something called “The Sewer”.  More “Truth”.  No surprises but this seemed to lead to a 
temporary enthusiasm shortage. 
 
I’m sure this leaves a blank day before my arrival, no idea what 
happened – shopping maybe? 
 
On my first day Peter and I returned to Apprentice Dig, with the 
aim of surveying it (sound familiar?).  Incredibly in just two or 
three days it had grown from 2m to a massive 40m or so.  Much 
more satisfying.  Peter also realised that a way down may be 
possible in the decorated top chamber, so when the apprentices 
finally return they need to get in there.  Meanwhile Len, Bill and 
Kieran were somewhere else (shopping/walking the hill/drinking - 
delete as required). 
 
Bill, Len Peter and I had a day up at 489, paying our respects to 
Roy, and going to find lots of new entrances.  Peter and I 
descended three known “undescended” shafts – which turned out to 
be between 3m and 10m with no prospects.  I took a few photos of 
some strange scratchings by a dead goat at the bottom of one.  We 

Looking for entrances on the hillside from 
the boat – the only problem is: does anyone 
know which way to look? 

The Apprentices’ Dig 
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also found three (or four) new entrances, whilst Bill and Len found some more.  One of the new entrances is a sizeable 489 
sized hole which could dig – although no draft.  Difficult to believe no one had seen it before. 
 
Following discussions the previous night we’d decided to sponsor Kieran as our representative to the Bean Feast.  The Bean 
Feast is a sort of alcoholics sponsored drive between boozers.  A small beer in each bar on the way for a dozen bars or so, 
another in each on the way back, all accompanied by a band.  Next a three course meal of beans with more beer followed by 
copious quantities of scary, strange coloured drinks from equally strange coloured bottles.  Starting at 11 am and back to the 
tent for an hours kip by 4 pm., which is where we found Kieran in surprisingly good condition, although his eyes seemed a 
little brighter than usual.  Then he disappeared. 
 
Meanwhile someone in the bar was looking at our photos of the scratchings on the wall by the dead goat.  “Goats don’t have 
claws” somebody pointed out, my feeble excuse that I meant the wall was by the goat was ignored as about six people started to 
explain they were bear scratchings.  Most people were too busy looking at pictures of “Grannies Eed” to care anyway.  
“Grannies Eed” is a Geordie pronunciation of “Grandmothers Head” coined by Peter Egan and refers to a human skull found in 
Torno (Porno) just as we arrived. 
 

News then came of a drafting hole discovered just that very day, a cave 
fifteen metres long, that you can stand up in, plenty of working space, 
near the road, with just a boulder at the end that needed banging and 
we are in.  Discovered by Juan, Ian Ellis Chandler and of course, 
Andy Pringle.  More “Truth”.  Bill and I agreed we knew the sound of 
Speleobullshit when we heard it.  Despite this after enough beers we 
agreed to visit suitably equipped the following day. 
 
A new day (Sunday I think but chronological order may have failed 
me) dawned.  We follow Ian and Pringle around many bends, dead 
ends and other wrong turns and finally park up on a track in the 
middle of nowhere, half way to Santander.  Surprisingly at this point it 
turned out the cave really was near the road.  And it got better.  You 
really could stand up inside, plenty of room to work and a real draft.  
The large boulder at the end was just that – a large 4 foot boulder.  A 
single snapper quickly turned this into dozens of very small boulders.  
Too good to be true! 

 
And so it was.  Each snapper led to a new squeeze, another snapper, another squeeze and so on.  Following an earlier hunt 
around for the one thing we forgot to take – bang wire – Juan had very kindly lent us a length of orange flex. He claimed he 
found it lying around in his cellar but we suspect he chopped it off an unsuspecting Spanish neighbours strimmer. 
Unfortunately you only get so much orange cable on a strimmer.  As we progressed further through the squeezes things got 
more exciting, to the point where the person firing the snapper (me) was standing in the passage and could watch the things go 
off.  My already poor hearing started to deteriorate rapidly. 
 
After three or four snappers we reached the head of a pitch.  Thoughts of glory could be seen wafting through the squeezes.  Or 
was it Lenny?  A couple more snappers and the narrow crack leading to the pitch quickly became a – well slightly wider 
narrow crack.  A ladder was quickly rigged and thrown down the pitch and 
the expedition expendable youth, birthday boy Kieran, was pushed into the 
crack.  After ten minutes pushing and shoving, twisting and turning the 
expendable youth was retrieved from the crack and after a while started to 
breathe normally again.  This isn’t a big space for three people, so youth 
and Bill shoved me in the crack in his place.  The problem turned out to be 
a badly rigged ladder, after a few minutes this was re rigged and dropped 
into a ten foot long chamber with holes in the wall everywhere. 
 
Sadly the holes turned out to be a lot of solution pockets, and largely marked 
the end of the cave.  Bill and Peter joined me and photos were quickly taken 
and holes wriggled through.  As we turned to leave Peter pointed out that 
the draft seemed to be emerging from a hole part way up the ladder.  Bill 
pushed up a slope behind the hole and into a small chamber, and on into a 
boulder choke.  The draft turns out to be emerging from boulders higher up 
in the choke. 
 
And so, a little disappointed, we ended up back in the bar.  In Arredondo, 
then in the Bakers, then in German’s, and unless my memory fails me, in 

"The Truth" - promising dig ends in  
solution pocket maze. 

TB overheating in Coventosa (you can 
just see the traverse line by my feet) 
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Bar Thomas, the Bakers again and back to German’s.   At this point in the early morning more “Truth” was spoken – 
“Snottite”.  I really should have got the point earlier.  Kieran disappeared again. 
 
I think the following day we had a tourist trip to the Fantasmas in Coventosa (previous page) in the Ason Valley, brilliant but 
easy caving in a proper sized cave!  Afterwards we went to the pub in Arredondo and later on in the evening Kieran 
disappeared again.  “Snottite” was again on the agenda. 
 
The next day we split into two teams.  Peter, Pringle, Anne and me set off nice and late to Snottite, supposedly to an easy dig at 
the end.  Bill, Lenny and Kieran joined a few others at the proposed back door entrance to Porno and Grannies Eed. 
 
Snottite is an experience, the low entrance slides into a low crawl, at the end of which is a flat out crawl, followed by a low 
crawl and a flat out crawl, then a bit of light relief hands and knees stuff.  Finally you can stand, after a last bit of crawling.  
Walking stream passage quickly leads to a point at the end of the cave where the stream disappears into a flat out passage.  The 
plan was to bang this.  It didn’t work.  Instead we wore out two drill bits and three batteries on one and a bit holes, and fired 
one shot which had no effect.  We gave up and went to look for a bar. 
 
Meanwhile the first team successfully enlarged the drop into Back Door Porno and discovered 200m of mainly good sized 
walking passage.  I’d picked the wrong trip again. This is thought to be close to and slightly above the passage in which 
Grannies Eed was found.  They found more bear scratchings, bat poo, and best of all Grannies Leg lying on a rock shelf at the 
side of the passage.  No connection so far to Porno but a cracking day’s work.   
 
Must be up to Wednesday by now.  At this point there’s so 
much to do that we are spoilt for choice.  In the end after 
much discussion (between the four of us – Kieran had 
disappeared again) we agreed to go and enlarge the Back 
Door to Porno so that Juan could fit archaeologists in.  Really 
we just wanted to go and see Grannies Leg – it was a good 
excuse not to do the mile or so of caving each way required to 
get to see Grannies Eed. Two snappers deposited half a ton of 
rock at the bottom of the entrance pitch and we were in.  
Meanwhile Kieran joined a Pringle led tourist trip to the 
bottom of Torno.  Lank Mills ran away from the tourist trip to 
have a look at Grannies Leg, and as we exited was in 
animated conversation with the farmer, who turned out to be 
unbelievably friendly especially when you consider we had rearranged several tons of rock all over the side of his field without 
asking him! 
 
Later in the bar Pringle returned to the familiar topics of “the Truth”, and Pants Dig.  Pants is slightly above “Underpants” but 
was spotted from the inside of “Underpants” after much digging.  Pants was then opened up from the surface.  The pedants 
amongst you will point out that Underpants should in fact be inside Pants, but as anyone who knows Pringle realises he is 
perfectly capable of wearing his underpants anywhere he decides to, so the name seems reasonable.  After six days of caving, 
digging, banging and drinking Pants was becoming more attractive – it’s very close to the road.  I think this may have been the 
night of the expedition dinner – forty odd cavers getting very strange looks from the dozen or so well dressed Spaniards at the 
only other occupied table in the restaurant!  Kieran disappeared. 
 
Thursday morning(ish) we head for Pants.  A good draft emerges from a high narrow rift below just a minute from the 

entrance.  To be honest I’d been avoiding Pants and Underpants for 
several years, but other than the fact the rest of the hill seems poised 
to drop on the entrance any minute it was fine.  We spent the day 
enthusiastically using most of Phil Pappard’s and our remaining 
snappers mining a ten foot long stooping height passage in the rift.   
 
We reach the bar later that night quite proud of ourselves.  A 
successful day and good contribution to a long term dig.  Until we 
speak to Phil Pappard.  “That’s not the way on” he says.  “I could see 
straight down at the start of the rift into a chamber, it only needed a 
couple of shots and you’d be in.”   Pringle had forgotten to tell us and 
it turns out that Bill and Lenny’s snappers on the day they arrived 
had filled the hole, without realising it was there. 
 
Either that night or the next was “Sardine Night” at the Bakers, so 
we went to Bar Thomas for nine euros and three courses of proper 

Grannies Leg and vegetarian option. 

Expedition dinner. 
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food with wine and bread.  At the Bakers Bar Bill, Len and I had a long, animated conversation with a Spanish couple during 
which we learnt to speak Spanish, they learnt to speak English, and we got through substantial amounts of brandy, whisky, 
wine etc.  Memorable night out – even if I have forgotten which day it was.  Kieran disappeared for a long time. 
 
So finally to my last day.  Bill, Len and Peter couldn’t be persuaded underground so Kieran, Andy, Anne and I headed off to 
pants to put right the wrongs of the day before.  
 
An hour of digging our own debris out revealed Pappard’s hole, and sure enough there seemed to be a chamber about ten foot 
down.   The first snapper promptly filled the hole again, but by the end of the day we were standing on the debris we had 
dumped into the chamber below.  Sadly the chamber wasn’t quite high enough, and the drop to it needs widening, to allow the 
debris to be lifted out.  Something for next year. 
 
Overall an excellent week, some new cave found although we’ll have to wait until another year for big stuff.  Our reputation as 
being stupid enough to point at any hole that needs enlarging remains intact.  Finding a few bits of dead body added a new 
aspect, for me at least. 
 
The social life continues unabated – I seem to have missed out a meal in Arredondo (superb steak), another meal in Bar 
Thomas (or was it two), Ian’s cheese and wine evening.  Ian sells other peoples paintings as well now and did I mention he has 
produced a CD which is available as a low cost alternative to sleeping pills? Len has a copy if you can wake him.   
 
Lenny of course did a superb job of feeding us the rest of the time, conjuring up great meals considering most of the food was 
four or five years old.  The rest of the expedition made us welcome as always and Kieran (when we could find him) was a very 
handy new addition to the team. 
 
Another good year. 
 
Oh, as a footnote, apparently the night after I left Kieran disappeared again, this time for most of the night.  If anyone knows 
where he was I believe Big Steve would like to know. 
 
 
Tony Brocklebank 
 

   
 
 SLIGHTLY LARGE << ENTRANCES >> SLIGHTLY SMALL 
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FOR THE NEXT NEWSLETTER – JUST TO MAKE IT EASIER FOR YOU 
 
DIGGING/TOURIST/CLIMBING/……………………….. TRIP TO ……………………………… 
 
I, ………………………………. [name], recently went down/up/in/through *  …………………… 

mine/cave * and found it: # 

£ exciting  

£ wet 

£ interesting 

£ horrible 

£ tight 

£ dirty 

and would strongly recommend that other members: # 

£ avoid it like the plague     £ have a dig 

£ have a go      £ pirate it too 

£ go and take some photos. 

In the cave/mine, I found: [put a description below] 

 

 

 

 

Anyone interested in a trip might want to know that: [complete the box below] 

 
  
 
 
 
 
 
I have/have not * taken loads of photos which will/will not * be posted on the Club website.  
[Optional] We also surveyed the cave during our visit.  There are/are not * promising leads at 
…………………………………..  which should/should not * be followed up. 
 
We are going back on ……………………………………[date] so keep away/feel free to come/I 
need a lift/bring your wetsuit * on that day. 
 
There will/will not * be an article about this trip/find/dig/disaster/fiasco * in the next newsletter 
which I intend to edit/send an article to/ignore *. 
 
[*delete as applicable] 
[# tick more than one if necessary] 
 
E-mail or post to “The Editor of the Last Newsletter” at the address on page 3.
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DERBYSHIRE CAVING CLUB 
ANNUAL DINNER 

25 November 2006 – 7.00 p.m. 
 
 

Please reserve me [        ] places at the dinner.  Our menu choices are as follows.  (Tick one for each course.  If you 
are booking for more than three people, please continue on the back.) 
 
 FIRST PERSON SECOND PERSON THIRD PERSON 

Name: 
STARTER: 

   

Carrot and Coriander Soup  
   

Greek Salad of Feta Cheese, 
Olives, Red Onions and 
Mixed Leaves 

 
   

 
MAIN COURSE: 

   

Roast Loin of Pork served 
with Apple Sauce 

 
 

  

Slices of Turkey Breast with 
Paprika Cream Sauce 

   

Vegetarian Mushroom and 
Bean Stroganoff with 
Steamed Rice 

 
 

  

 
DESSERT: 

   

Chocolate Torte served with 
Fresh Cream 

   

Fresh Fruit Salad served with 
Fresh Cream 

 
 

  

 

The meal will be followed by coffee and mints and a Disco.  Bar until 12.30 a.m. 
 
The price is £19 per person.   
  

• I enclose £19 per person, total amount:  [£            ]     
• I enclose a deposit (minimum £5 per person), total amount: [£            ] delete as applicable 
• My payment will follow BEFORE 1st November. 

 

PLEASE RETURN THIS FORM BY 1ST NOVEMBER.  THANKS. 
 
 

 

 
The Bramhall County Hotel, Bramhall Lane South, Bramhall, Stockport SK7 2EB (0870 8329901) 

Email:  county@legacy-hotels.co.uk     www: http://www.legacy-hotels.co.uk 
  
 

  

  

mailto:county@legacy-hotels.co.uk
http://www.legacy-hotels.co.uk

